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Introduction

There has been a great deal of discussion about SEO and call tracking lately. 
Several local marketers have written articles decrying call tracking, incorrectly 
saying that it hurts SEO. Other local marketing experts have written rebuttals, 
stating clearly that call tracking does not hurt SEO when it is deployed 
correctly.

Our goal is this White Paper is three-fold:

1) To summarize the arguments on both sides
2) To cut through the garbage and give you answers
3) To provide actionable solutions so you can track evermore critical call 

data
AND remain Google’s best friend.

Unprecedented Research and Analysis
 
No one has written a 30 page White Paper about call tracking and SEO that is 
this indepth, this upfront, and this accurate.

We hope it helps you cut through the inaccuracies and find the truth.
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“As long as precautions are taken to make certain 
your tracking number doesn’t get scraped by 
Google, or some other authority, tracking 
numbers are totally fine.”

Adam Steele, Nightlite Media

Request a Demo
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The Basics of Call Tracking and SEO

Call tracking is a way for online marketers to track which sources, campaigns, 
and keywords generate phone calls. Hundreds of thousands of marketers 
across the U.S. and Canada use call tracking to close the loop on their 
marketing ROI calculations. Some of the biggest companies in the world 
use call tracking to measure the effectiveness of their PPC campaigns, SEO 
efforts, and retargeting. These companies value call data significantly. They 
spend a lot of money on it.

Marketing agencies also use call 
tracking. They use it as a way to prove 
their worth to their clients. It is 
especially popular among agencies 
that do PPC and SEO work.
 
According to BIA/Kelsey, call tracking is, right now, a $1B industry.

It is mainstream.

What is the Truth About Call Tracking and SEO?

Call tracking, when used correctly does not hurt SEO. That’s the truth. Even 
the most ardent call tracking opponents admit that.

The correct way to use call tracking is to use  This doesn’t 
hurt SEO. We’ll discuss more about this later in the document.

The problem is that the call tracking industry has traditionally done a very poor 
job of educating marketers about what correct use of call tracking actually is.

Why Do Some Say Call Tracking Hurts SEO?

Because of NAP.

Google makes it very clear that Name Address and Phone number (NAP) have 
to be consistent across all online directories. Having different phone numbers 
in a ton of different places confuses Google’s algorithms and will hurt your 
SEO. This is why a few local marketers have written articles criticizing call 
tracking.

They’re right about one thing. Call tracking numbers should not be used in 
various directory listings across the web. That will hurt your SEO. This is 
common knowledge (or should be).

call tracking DNI.
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